Chapter 4

Conclusion and Recommendation

In this chapter I will discuss the conclusion and the recommendation. The conclusion will explain the results and benefit that I had gotten from my internship activities. The recommendation will explain some of my suggestion for a certain party.

Conclusion

Based on what I wrote in the previous chapters, the benefits I got from the internship activities in RRI Surakarta are as follows:

1. I am now able to make news script for radio broadcast from scratch, even though I am not from a journalism department. The instructor told me the basic steps and rules of making news scripts, and then I practiced these skills.
2. Translating news scripts was the main activity while doing internship program in RRI Surakarta. I translated many news scripts from many news genres. While doing this activity, I also found many new collections of words I had never heard of before I did this activity. I also gained a lot of brand new information of what happened in our country or our world because I instantly become updated to the recent news or current affairs.
3. In this internship program I got a chance to both making and recording the articles I made. By writing articles, I was improving my translation and writing skills and by doing the recording session for English for You Program, I was improving my speaking and pronunciation skill.
4. I am able to understand not only the work field of a translator but also a translator in a mass media institution/radio station itself. Although I was not asked to do the news translation in the morning right before the news is about to broadcast, like the translator in RRI Surakarta would normally do, my instructor pushed me to finish the translation job faster. I can experience how to work as a translator in a mass media where we are all pushed to finish our work quickly because there are always more brand new news and new information coming.

Recommendation

Since translation is becoming a field that has gained students’ interest these days, I hope that English Diploma Program will add more translation class in the future. I
had done internship activity in a mass media, RRI Surakarta, but I personally have never had a translation for journalism class in our campus. So I think it would be better if English Diploma Program adds translation class that improves students’ skill in journalism.
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